
The malevolence of 
black african stereotypes

This is a quote said by the nigerian writer 
Chimamanda Adichie in a 17 minutes speech 
she gave for TED Talks titled “The danger of the 
single story”. In the conference, the novelist 
explains the risks of knowing a part of reality 
based in a single voice or story, and how it leads 
us to cultural, facts and people misunderstandings. 
 
During three weeks the city of Tudela has celebrat-
ed a series of activities dedicated to spread the per-
spectives of african women. The final touch was the 
conference “Africans tell: other women, other views” 
and their main voices matched with Lola López, 
anthropologist of the Centre d’Estudis Africans 
(Barcelona) and Fátima Djarra, one of the 
responsibles of Flor de África, a non-profit 
collective based in Navarra. Both women 
conducted a two hours lecture focused on giving 
the participants the clue to understand why we are a 
storehouse of african stereotypes and how we use them. 

The american journalist Walter Lipmann was the 
first who named the concept of “stereotype” in 1922 
as the negative or positive judgement that is made 
about someone based on his group of belonging and 
its characteristics. From a different point of view, it 
is the method that society uses to simplify things. 
The problem with stereotypes is that they lead to 
a distortion of reality. Lola Lopez explained this 
idea saying that “Africa is stereotyped because its 
complexity leads to a simplification made of 
negation”. We deny Africa when consider it a single 
country instead of fifty four or when to talk in “african” 
denies the existence of 2.000 languages (not dialects 
but languages different among each other as english 
and german are). She also highlighted the separation 
that is made when we refer to the black African and the 
norhtern Africa although they are the same continent. 

The stories related by both women became 
loudspeakers dedicated to tell the african 

stories which are not well known in our society. They 
reclaimed the trustworthiness of african women and 
tried to dismiss some of the most common stereotypes 
about them: subjugated, mothers against their will, 
people with no decission power... Fátima explained the 
importance of being mother in her country. Children  
are a power component and are not only under the 
control of the biological mother but belong to the 
entire group. If a woman is sterile, she can receive 
children from other women (none of the 5 children 
Fátima has is biologic); on the other hand when 
men can’t have children they become stigmatizated.  
She also pointed out the differences related to the 
public and the domestic space which exist in between 
black Africa and Europe. The domestic space in some 
african countries is an entire village and its domain 
is women responsibility. The public space remain-
ing is asigned to men but is restricted. That is the 
reason why migrant men gain power in our countries.  
 
International cooperation organizations were charged 
with reproducing the stereotypes in order to take 
advantage of them. These institutions use the 
concept of “woman as a victim” while their aim is 
to promote them as “the hard working woman” and 
finally the occidentalization is considered a triomph. 
Patricia Messa wrote a research for CEA in which 
talks about the “development hegemoy” that 
occident has set  itself  up and put an accent on the way 
cooperation has become “the actor that gives 
legitimacy to a supposed superiority” that 
stereotypes use to work. Instead 
of accepting that there are different 
evolutions of different cultures it is assumed that 
development obbeys a progression which 
increases at the same time that occidentalization does. 
Moreover, this behaviour is a meth-
od employed by Europe to make up its 
responsibility on many injustices Africa suffers from. 

“I was startled. It had not occurred to me that anybody in his family could actu-
ally make something. All I had heard about them was how poor they were, so 

that it had become impossible for me to see them as anything else but poor” 



Lola invited us to imagine which would be our 
reaction if women coming from Senegal tried to help 
us. They will probably try to make us understand how 
inconsistent is to take the children so early to nursery 
instead of letting their mothers to take care of them 
for some years; or the lack of respect which means 
allow the elderly to live in retirement homes. They 
will encourage us to live in community and push into 
the background individualism. They will explain us a 
different meaning for poverty, because in most of the 
subsaharan languages there is no word to describe 
the economic poor but the one without social sup-
port. A possible end could be that all the voluntary 
workers will leave Spain upset, feeling that they failed 
in their purpose, and they will get an image about 
spaniards of people who don’t want to live better. 
 
“If I had not grown up in Nigeria, and if all I 
knew about Africa were from popular images, I 
too would think that Africa was a place of beauti-
ful landscapes, beautiful animals, and incompre-
hensible people, fighting senseless wars, dying of 
poverty and AIDS, unable to speak for themselves 
and waiting to be saved by a kind, white foreigner.” 
 
These “popular pictures” that Chimamanda mention 
are mainly created by media, which are in charge of 

telling the african story. Lola spread broadcasted 
examples all the talk and refered to the 132 hours of 
audiovisual material who had to watch together with 
Gustau Nerín in order to complete the study La imatge 
de l’Àfrica Negra a la televisió. In this detailed research 
is shown how “televisions  play a main role and con-
tribute to the transmision of topics and prejudices about 
Africa”  throughout  the different genres (documentaries, 
news, entertainment  shows, cinema, advertising...).

We are used to stereotypes in such a way that 
can’t be aware. Fátima pointed out the difficul-
ties that african migrant people encounter: people 
don’t trust them. She asked lots of times for ob-
taining “the benefit of the doubt” to show that they 
are valuable as anyone else to develop great ideas.
When Lola told us about the first trip she made to 
Africa emphasised that she traveled without having 
stereotyped the country before going (she didn’t read 
guides or magazines, she didn’t watch documentaries 
or reports). Lola didn’t prepare for observing in real life 
what she read about before, so she received an impact. 
I asked her if it is possible to enforce stereotypes even 
if reality is far from them, she answered: “stereotypes 
can stop you and your will from perceiving reality”.


